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Mervyn Lambert
Plant Ltd

•

A large plant and machinery
hire company based in Norfolk,
UK.

•

Rents and sells new and used plant
equipment as well as offering
commercial plant repair,
reconditioning and repainting of
equipment.

•

Providing plant hire and traffic
management in both the private
and public sector for more than 45
years.

•

One of the largest machinery and
equipment hire companies in the
UK, employing more than 200
people across four locations.

Mervyn Lambert Plant provides operated or self-drive plant hire of almost any
equipment required for commercial and industrial projects, as well as ancillary items for
temporary site accommodation. It is the region’s number one company for sales, rental
and servicing of all types of commercial plant and equipment.
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The Problem
The Challenge

The Solution

Mervyn Lambert Plant was using POP3
email with no spam or virus filtering. The
company was getting a lot of spam, which
was creating issues for both the users and
the IT department.

After being disappointed by several mailfiltering companies who didn’t return phone
calls or follow up in a timely fashion, Mervyn
Lambert’s new IT manager was delighted
that EveryCloud responded quickly with a
free demo of their solution—and no
pressure to commit.

When they brought in a new IT Manager, it
was quickly noticed that a lot of time was
wasted dealing with unsolicited email and
potential viruses, so implementing a
suitable solution for the 70 employees who
use email became a priority. Because they
were also introducing Office365, they
wanted something that would integrate
seamlessly with that product.

The demo was followed by a free, fully
working trial. Mervyn Lambert’s IT Manager
was impressed that the onboarding service
included an EveryCloud engineer handling
all the configuration required to secure the
Office365 tenant.
Since the introduction of EveryCloud’s
solution, spam has been reduced to almost
nothing and they have had no virus issues.
Their internal virus tests showed that
nothing got through the EveryCloud filter.
Users receive a report several times a day,
so they can self-administer their blocked
emails—which relieves a burden from the IT
Department.

“Ransomware is the biggest threat and having no
email filter in place is asking for trouble. I would
seriously suggest all IT professionals consider the
ATP option to prevent users clicking on suspect
links in emails.”

Features

The
EveryCloud
Advantage

•

Trusted by over 8,500 customers

•

Processing 423 emails per second

•

Improve your employees’ productivity

•

30-days-free trial

•

No onsite hardware, easy setup

•

Office 365 compatible

•

European and US support team

Product Features

EveryCloud Guarantee

EveryCloud’s feature-rich services provide the
ultimate level of layered security with their
highest-rated spam filtering. Advanced
Threat Protection, email continuity, email
archiving, phishing training and free mail flow
monitor. You will be able to sleep easy at
night knowing EveryCloud has your back.

We guarantee that we will block 99.9% of
all spam emails, protect your company and
increase your employees’ productivity.

For a free trial
contact:

Stephen
UK Head of Sales
+44 1206 256000
stephen.simons@everycloud.com

Tracy

Susy

US Partner Accounts
480-565-6447

US Direct Customers
614-407-9096

tracy.mikolajewski@everycloud.com

susy.bruno@everycloud.com
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